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years later, this is the same story: I bought a
MiniDSP MMX and it's sound is not as
good as the Marantz 590's. Why? Does the
mid-level Marantz record to a higher
quality? A: I listened to both Marantz 590
and MiniDSP MMX and I'd say that the 590
plays sound not like an AMPI Mackie 1204
mkII. Marantz 590 can play sound as if
there was no mid-high range at all, and it's
tiring to watch at times. In contrast,
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MiniDSP MMX has standard display, and
its sound quality is better, but the problem is
that its bass is too strong and causes very
loud sound when the level is raised. Now, if
you compare MiniDSP MMX bass with the
bass of an AMPI 1204 mkII, the difference
is not the same. Conclusion, if you just want
to listen to music, then buy a reasonable
recorder, but if you want to watch a movie,
you need to have a good mid-high range.
Marantz 590 sounds like a mono device, the
bass is very loud, and the mid-high range is
just too low. Q: Ubuntu 18.04 Software
Center bug report not usable My Ubuntu
18.04 system shows a bug report in the
Software Updater app that cannot be closed
(usually accompanied by a small spinning
left-hand icon that does not go away). What
might be causing it, and how can it be
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reported so it will not happen again? A: We
can check the installed GNOME related
packages versions from the package-db-file.
After we install pacman, you can use the
command pacman - f678ea9f9e
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